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The test drive is one of the most crucial steps of buying or leasing your next car. Taking 
a test drive helps to confirm that the vehicle is the right fit for you in terms of comfort, 
visibility, enjoyment, and how well it fits with your wish list.

There are several things that you need to check before and during your test drive. On the 
next page, you’ll find a handy checklist, which will help you make sure that you don’t miss 
anything. Let’s get started!
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While You’re on the RoadBefore Your Test Drive

Examine the body of the vehicle for signs of 
damage of any kind, including corrosion, dings, 
and chips in the paint.

Test all of the exterior lights, including 
turn signals, high beams, fog lights, and
brake lights.

Start the vehicle at least twice to make sure that 
there is no delay in the responsiveness of the 
engine and transmission.

Test the brakes often and at all speeds. 
You need to be confident that you can get 
your vehicle stopped when you need it to.

Turn around some tight corners to see what 
kind of turning radius the vehicle has and how 
easy it is to maneuver.

Drive in the city as well as on the highway to see 
how the vehicle performs in all different types 
of driving conditions.

Park the vehicle a couple of times in a few 
different ways, including backing into a parking 
space and parallel parking.

While you’re driving, listen for any strange 
noises as you brake, shift gears, 
and accelerate. 

If the vehicle has cruise control, test it out at a 
few different speeds to ensure that it’s 
functional and safe to use.

Experiment with the vehicle’s hands-free 
features to make sure that they can be used 
with ease while you’re driving.

Try to shift into as many gears as possible, even 
if it’s an automatic, to make sure that it’s 
capable of doing so.

Be conscious of how the ride feels, such as
if anything is vibrating or shaking for an 
unknown reason.

Inquire about any active or automatic safety 
features the vehicle might have, such as blind spot 
detection or lane-keeping assist systems.

Test all the seatbelts in the vehicle to make 
sure that they lock securely. 

Test other exterior features, such as the windshield 
washer fluid dispenser and windshield wipers.

Check the condition of the tires, including the 
pressure of each tire and the condition of the tread.

Check to see how much cargo room you have with 
the seats up and folded (if they’re able to 
be folded).

Check the legroom and headroom of each 
individual seat to make sure there’s enough 
wiggle room.

Make sure that you don’t have any trouble reaching 
both the brake pedal and the accelerator.

Test all of the amenities in the vehicle, such as 
heated seats, heated steering wheel, and climate 
control systems.

Test out the technology inside the cabin, such as 
the Bluetooth®, entertainment tech, and
audio system.

Try out the parking/emergency brake to make 
sure that it stays in place and isn’t too hard 
to disengage.

Check the locks and windows on all the doors to 
make sure they work properly and are responsive.

Move all of the mirrors inside and out, including 
both sideview mirrors and the rearview mirror.


